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I. READ THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES AND CHOOSE THE 

ANSWER THAT BEST MATCHES THE MEANING OF THE 
UNDERLINED WORD(S). 60% 

1. Alaska is a state with rich natural resources, but its climates and 
isolation have kept it underdeveloped. 
A. belongings  B. effects  C. possessions  D. 
materials 

2. The white blood cell count in one’s body may fluctuate by 50 per cent 
during a day. 
A. undulate  B. multiply  C. diminish  D. vary 

3. The young Einstein was brilliant; a prodigy in physics and math and an 
accomplished violinist. 
A. a well-known  B. a skilled  C. a handy  D. a 
practicec 

4. In 1850 California, the Golden State, was admitted to the Union. 
A. enrolled in  B. received into  C. absorbed by  D. 
enlisted in 

5. Carrot grows best in rich, loose soil. 
A. costly  B. dark  C. fertile  D. moist 

6. Attempts to transfuse human blood were first reported in the 
seventeenth century. 
A. Temptation  B. Efforts  C. Bottles  D. 
Laboratories 

7. Most traditional folk songs are of anonymous origin. 
A. insignificant  B. inconspicuous  C. unusual  D. 
unknown 

8. It has been a busy semester for my sister. She has to write three papers 
and two books. 
A. hectic  B. alien  C. candid  D. bereft 

9. Desert plants differ considerably from one part of the word to another. 
A. significantly  B. vitally  C. necessarily  D. 
basically 

10. Comprehension is the first objective in reading. 



A. thought  B. idea  C. mission  D. goal 
11. Soldiers have to endure discomfort during a war. 

A. inconvenience  B. relaxation  C. bore  D. temper 
12. You should consider carefully the matter before deciding. 

A. foster  B. ponder  C. defer  D. waver 
13. Human beings always interfere with nature. 

A. like  B. talk about  C. meddle  D. stop 
14. Adolescents in Taiwan are under many pressures. 

A. Young people who are in their teens. 
B. Young people who are under 12. 
C. Young people who are under school age. 
D. Young people who are over20. 

15. Where could I lay hold of a good used car? 
A. steal  B. obtain  C. drop  D. get by force 

16. The partners have been at adds with each other over hiring a new 
manager. 
A. sad  B. agree  C. angry  D. pleasant 

17. I long to alleviate the evil, but I cannot, and I too suffer. 
A. lessen  B. forget  C. put aside  D. neglect 

18. We had been very depressed over mother’s prolonged illness, but the 
doctor told us to take heart. 
A. to be careful  B. to be encouraged  C. to take it hard 
 D. to forget 

19. I can’t figure out what he was hinting at. 
A. look at  B. count out  C. depend on  D. reason out 

20. The international conference was called off on account of the change of 
plans. 
A. cancelled  B. put off  C. postponed  D. convened 

21. It is rather difficult to keep abreast of the international situation these 
days. 
A. to be interested in  B. to inform  C. to understand the 
content of  D. to think very highly of  

22. The government of the last dynasty in China was removed from power 
by revolutionists led by Dr. Sun Yat-sen. 
A. revealed  B. overthrown  C. prompted  D. moved 

23. You should make full use of this opportunity to learn more. 
A. owe a debt  B. keep close track  C. take advantage 
 D. keep an eye 



24. Many people believe that only God has endless life. 
A. tournament  B. adversity  C. immorality  D. 
immortality 

25. The results of the baseball game go beyond all our expectations. 
A. launch  B. surpass  C. reveal  D. demand 

26. Teenagers like to spend sometime together at the movie theater and the 
KTV on weekends. 
A. hang out  B. focus on  C. manage to   D. munch 
on 

27. Researchers believe the AIDS, which killed thousands of people for the 
past five years, will become more extensive in the 21st century. 
A. fasting  B. widespread  C. radiant  D. exquisite 

28. Topeka, Kansas was settled in 1854 by people opposed to slavery. 
A. accustomed to  B. acquainted with  C. afraid of 
 D. averse to 

29. Too much calcium can hinder a child’s growth. 
A. retard  B. mask  C. reverse  D. monitor 

30. The disappearances of lichens from an area give warning of an 
endangered environment. 
A. an unusual  B. a threatened  C. a crowded  D. an 
infertile 

 
II. SENTENCE STRUCTURE: FIND THE MISTAKE IN EACH OF THE 

FOLLOWING SENTENCES. 20% 
31. After coughing up(A) the pill, Chang-O instantly(B) changed(C) into a 

three-leg toad(D). 
32. They also play for(A) competition try(B) to improve(C) their skills(D). 
33. Ever since(A) the dawn of recording(B) history, man has(C) been 

fascinated(D) with the moon. 
34. For friendship makes(A) happiness(B) brighter and sorrow lighter(C) 

by sharing it and divide(D) it. 
35. I don’t know if(A) there’s a reason why(B) some is(C) blessed, some 

not(D). 
36. Neither the Bible or(A) any other(B) religious(C) work is(D) used in 

the schoolroom. 
37. It may be turn(A) to dangerous(B) usages if it is not properly(C) 

handled(D). 
38. Virtue and vice are(A) before you; the one leads(B) you to happy(C), 



and the other to(D) Misery. 
39. I shall welcome(A) whomever(B) wants(C) to attend(D). 
40. Let us generously(A) help those(B) who are(C) capable to help(D) 

themselves. 
 
III. CHOOSE THE BEST ANSWER FOR EACH BLAND. 20% 

41. Although he is young, his ability to make such an intelligent decision 
shows his _____. 
A. intensity  B. consistency  C. humanity  D. 
maturity 

42. Black Face Spoonbill and other birds _____ from the cold Siberia to 
the coastal waters of Taiwan every year for a warm winter. 
A. migrate  B. dive  C. surge  D. raft 

43. The poor man turned rich overnight because he _____ much money 
and property from his relative. 
A. yearned  B. belittled  C. bedazzled  D. inherited 

44. The two-story colonial farm house is very _____; it has ten rooms and 
five bathroom. 
A. subtle  B. spacious  C. melodious  D. creepy 

45. Most people’s first _____ of seeing a large poisonous snake is to 
scream and jump back. 
A. striking  B. gesture  C. impulse  D. commotion 

46. In _____, humid summer, people naturally seek relief at the shore. 
A. sweltering  B. snorkeling  C. secluding  D. swirling 

47. A tropical cyclone is one of the most powerful and _____  storm 
systems in the atmosphere. 
A. extinguishing  B. oppressive  C. investing  D. 
devastating 

48. The Public Broadcasting System is supported by _____ form 
foundations and other sources. 
A. reference  B. donations  C. call  D. functions 

49. When she found her missing child after a long search, she was close 
_____ tears. 
A. with  B. to  C. at  D. for 

50. She has not been able to come to work because she is _____ with the 
flu. 
A. against  B. for  C. down  D. at 

 



試題完 


